right, upper, and lower direction, their conjugate images look similar. As the original face converts to its conjugate face, it becomes deformed, turned over, and fitted into the whole screen. Having a good look at the borders of the conjugate images, we can find some different intensity pattern. The pixel intensity on the borders is determined by the spatial locations of a face: The intensity level of the border distant from the face is relatively high. Thus, the conjugate image excluding the borders shows the position-invariant representation.
shows the retinal images of a face and their conjugate images. Even though the face is placed in the left, right, upper, and lower direction, their conjugate images look similar. As the original face converts to its conjugate face, it becomes deformed, turned over, and fitted into the whole screen. Having a good look at the borders of the conjugate images, we can find some different intensity pattern. The pixel intensity on the borders is determined by the spatial locations of a face: The intensity level of the border distant from the face is relatively high. Thus, the conjugate image excluding the borders shows the position-invariant representation.
The inner part of conjugate image explains how the scale invariance can be achieved. Figure 3 demonstrates the scale invariance as well as the position invariance. The position and scale information is incorporated into the intensity on the borders. Thus, the inner parts of three conjugate images in the third column of figure 3 are the same and they are invariant to the position and scale. Figure 3 also provides us with a novel approach to morphological image processing (12) . By using simple arithmetic operation over the conjugate images, we can effectively control behaviors of the where information. Figure 4 shows the morphological processing of the object images. The lower transition of each example is made by linear combination of two given image vectors, and the immediate images of the transition are the arithmetic result, whereas the upper transitions are regarded as a perceptual mean.
However, the internal image representation cannot be directly applied to multiple or occluded object image.
In order to process them, one has to segment a multiple-objects image into single-object images. It would be a good solution to combine internal image representation with layered representation (13) . The combination can be applied into generating the consecutive images of human walking from limited snapshot images. By means of the representation, we could produce machine-learning based animations.
Another algorithm for producing the automatic morphing transitions was suggested in (14) . It uses optimal mass transportation theory and concerns the optimal way, in the sense of minimal transportation cost, of moving a pile of soil from one configuration into another. The total amount of mass is required to be constant in the process. By assuming the soil as image intensity, the optimal mass transportation can be applied to automatic image morphing. It matches our method in the aspect that it doesn't require any feature correspondence for morphing.
Besides, our formulation can be derived from the optimal transport theory: The optimal transportation from an 2 image to the uniform intensity is the inverse transformation to the optimal transportation from its conjugate image to the uniform intensity, which is depicted in figure 1 . The conjugate image is a reciprocal to its original image with regard to optimal mass transportation. However, the automatic morphing methodology via conjugate images gives slightly different results from the morphing algorithm using optimal mass transportation theory; our method is not optimal in the criterion of optimal mass transport, but our method supports a poly-morphing and the seriesmorphing by adding intermediate images.
Conjugate images depend on the contour of the border. The image boundary that we use is rectangle, and the conjugate faces looks angular and unfamiliar. If the image boundary is circular, the conjugate face will be more The visual system separates the processing of an object's identity ('what') from its spatial location ('where') (1-3) and then integrates them in the prefrontal cortex (15, 16) . But the cortical pathways show appreciable anatomical cross-talk, by which the what and where information are partly interchanged (17) (18) (19) (20) .
Methods Now let us describe a simple mathematics for defining the conjugate image. If we let a continuous positive function I(x, y) be the intensity of a two-dimensional monochromatic image on a confined domain, the intensity of its conjugate image I (x , y ) is defined to be a point-by-point multiplicative inverse of the original image intensity I(x, y) on the domain: 
